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At each location, acoustic monitoring efforts resulted in the fewest number 
of species documented. Capture efforts usually resulted in slightly more 
species. And, when passive acoustic results were combined with physical 
capture results simultaneously at each location, the species richness was 
greatest and the total number of survey nights required to compile a 
complete species assemblage was reduced by 20-50% (i.e., by 1-3 survey 
nights). Relying upon a single, long-term passive acoustic site at each 
location provided almost as much species diversity as the combined acoustic 
and physical capture efforts, yet this required the most amount of 
monitoring, with between 5-9 consecutive monitoring nights per location.

The most significant result was that long-term, passive acoustic monitoring 
at each location showed a high degree of temporal variation in bat activity 
from night to night (as defined by the number of bat passes recorded). At a 
single location we noted a 5 to 15-fold difference in bat passes between 
nights. Likewise bat species diversity varied with up to a 6-fold change in 
species recorded among nights. 

Also, typical passive recordings were determined to have between 10-20% of 
recordings containing multiple bat passes. In the absence of manual vetting 
therefore, bat activity is under-estimated by a significant amount when 
relying upon file-level auto-classification alone. This clearly affects the

Bat-workers are encouraged to design survey efforts that combine 
simultaneous passive acoustic monitoring with physical capture efforts. 
Efforts should span a period at least 3-5 consecutive nights. Additional 
“long-term” passive acoustic monitoring at a single site, for a period of 
5-7 nights will help to resolve changes in occupancy and activity due to 
temporal variation of bat activity across nights. Manual vetting of all 
species of interest is essential, as is accounting for multiple bat passes 
in a single recording to discuss relative bat activity values.

These guidelines were applied to a bat survey effort about 12-miles (as 
the bat flies) southwest of the Arizona survey location. Three sites were 
selected for monitoring. One included 5-consecutive nights of passive 
acoustic-only monitoring. Two additional sites were selected for 
monitoring that included 4-consecutive nights of passive acoustic 
monitoring combined simultaneously with 2-consecutive nights of 
physical capture efforts at each site. Almost 8,000 bat passes were 
recorded and nearly 200 individual bats were captured during this 
effort. The total number of nights spent in the area was 5. Total species 
occupancy for the area was 18 (17 species captured acoustically and 11 
species captured physically). Time to reach 90% of species occupancy 
was determined to be 4 survey nights, using the combined methods. 
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Figure 1. 
Long-term passive acoustic deployment at California location
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Several survey guidelines for assessing North American bat 
communities exist (Loeb; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service). Some rely 
upon a single inventory method, e.g., acoustic survey or physical 
capture using mist-nets. Every inventory method is biased (Flaquer; 
Francis). Moreover, bats exhibit a wide range of temporal variation 
in nightly activity (Hayes). Reporting on bat occupancy using a 
single method has been determined to require between 6-8 nights 
of effort across many different geographical regions and habitat 
types (Diaz-Frances; Moreno; Weller). During the summer of 2016 
we set out to quantify the effort required to accurately report on bat 
occupancy across three geographical regions and the habitats 
contained therein using multiple survey methods: passive acoustic 
recording, and physical capture using mist nets and harp traps. Our 
findings indicate that combining survey methods, simultaneously 
over a period of at least 3-nights, was the most efficient way to 
accurately report upon species occurrence for survey of an area.

Three (3) field locations were used: Southeastern Arizona, Northern 
California, and Western Kentucky. At each site, two bat detectors 
(one Pettersson D500x with external microphone (cone off), and one 
Wildlife Acoustics SM4Bat-FS with external SMM-U1 microphone 
(no windscreen, no horn) were deployed at a single site for thirteen 
(13) consecutive “long-term” monitoring nights. In addition, 
physical capture and passive acoustic survey efforts (using single, 
double-, and triple-high mist nets and large twin bank harp traps 
paired with two bat detectors, as above) were conducted for a 
single night at 6-7 different sites within 5-10 miles of the long-term 
monitoring site. All physical and acoustic captures were identified 
manually to species (when possible). This resulted in nearly 1,000 
physical capture records and almost 20,000 recorded bat passes. All 
acoustic recordings were post-processed, auto-classified, and 
analyzed using appropriate regional SonoBat v4x Software. Species 
Accumulation Curves were calculated using the Species 
Accumulation Analyzer v3 (Joe Szewczak, Arcata CA). Ambient 
temperatures at each acoustic/capture location were recorded 
using the on-board thermometer in the SM4Bat-FS, and compared 
to an on-site weather station to determine accuracy.

Figure 2. 
Variation in Nightly Species Diversity from long-term passive 
acoustic deployment at the California location.

Table 1. 
Comparison of Survey Method Efficiency across all three North American Locations

Note: Results reflect recordings manually ID’d to species and 
account for recordings containing multiple bat passes.

SURVEY METHOD # SPECIES # NIGHTS FOR 90% COMMENT

Acoustic Only 16 5 No CHOMEX, CORTOW, IDIPHY or MYOVOL
Capture Only 17 5 No EUMPER, LEPYER, or NYCspp Captured

Acoustic + Capture 20 4 20% less time in field and  3-4 additional species documented
1 Site/13 Night Acoustic Only 19 5 No CORTOW recorded; +20% in field time needed

Acoustic Only 13 4 No LASBOR Recorded
Capture Only 13 6 No LASCIN Captured

Acoustic + Capture 14 3 All Species Represented with 25-50% less time in field
1 Site/13 Night Acoustic Only 14 7 All Species Represented, but >2x more time field time needed

Acoustic Only 10 5 No CORRAF or MYOSOD Recorded
Capture Only 11 5 No LASNOC Captured

Acoustic + Capture 12 4 All Species represented in 20% less field time
1 Site/13 Night Acoustic Only 10 9 No CORRAF or MYOSOD recorded, and nearly 2x more field time
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interpretation of relative species activity. Finally, auto-classification 
outputs returned fewer bat species, and MLE's for presence of even 
fewer species. Without manual vetting, relying on auto-classifier 
outputs from species identification software programs will under-
represent not only activity, but also species occupancy on single 
night as well as multi-night passive recordings. 
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